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Abstract 
 

Pre-segmented pixels can reduce the difficulty of segmentation and promote the segmentation 
performance. This paper proposes a novel segmentation method based on merging texture 
superpixels by computing inner similarity. Firstly, we design a set of Gabor filters to compute 
the amplitude responses of original image and compute the texture map by a salience model. 
Secondly, we employ the simple clustering to extract superpixles by affinity of color, 
coordinates and texture map. Then, we design a normalized histograms descriptor for 
superpixels integrated color and texture information of inner pixels. To obtain the final 
segmentation result, all adjacent superpixels are merged by the homogeneity comparison of 
normalized color-texture features until the stop criteria is satisfied. The experiments are 
conducted on natural scene images and synthesis texture images demonstrate that the proposed 
segmentation algorithm can achieve ideal segmentation on complex texture regions. 
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1. Introduction 

Color image segmentation is an important step of image processing and computer vision. It 
has been widely applied to many image tasks, such as image annotation[1], image retrieval[2],  
scene analysis[3], pattern recongnition[4,5] and multimedia tagging [6,7] etc. It is still a 
difficult problem to segment images accurately to satisfy all visual perception requirements 
and actual applications. The conventional image segmentation methods of color image usually 
bring large error segmentation and over segmentation when dealing with complex texture 
regions. Therefore, many researchers have introduced texture features to assist image 
segmentation by integrating different kinds of characteristics including color and texture for 
boundaries extracting [8,12,13,14,15,16,17]. Hence, how to detect textures is critical for ideal 
segmentation. Textures are common patterns in visual perception and they have no fixed 
morphological characteristics. Consequently, it is difficult to give an accurate and strict 
definition on texture. Despite all that, researchers had reached a consensus on the textures: 
homogeneous regions with regular gray-scale or color distribution performance of image can 
be regarded as textures. 

Depending on the difference of theories and technologies, Tuceryan and Jain[4] classified 
texture extraction methods into four types: statistical type, model type, signal processing type, 
and structure type. From the view of human perception, a texture region displays irregular 
color or intensity in detail, but it displays repeatability and regularity in the overall visual 
performance. There are many homogeneous texture regions detection methods including 
co-occurrence matrix[9,10], wavelet and Gabor feature[11,12], Markov random fields[13], 
and multi-scale texture calculation models[14,15]. Each method has its own applicability and 
limitation of computing textures in the overall image. It is difficult to obtain accuracy 
boundaries and complete regions from complex image containing textures of various patterns 
and scales. More and more researchers are concerning about detecting texture features with 
multi-scale and multi-level technologies. Hence, we focus on exploring a method to improve 
the textures extraction by expanding regions from local area to global segmentation. 

Since image segmentation is a complex and difficult problem, it is a good choice to divide 
the segmentation task into two parts. Many segmentation algorithms adopt merging strategy 
for superpixels(over-segmentation)[28,29,30]. In this work, both pixel-level features and 
region- level homogeneous cues (texture features of superpixels) are employed in color image 
segmentation. In order to guarantee the ideal segmentation of texture images, two criterions 
should be considered. The first criterion is to ensure that all superpixels are homogeneity, that 
means a single superpixel should belong to a single target region in the image. The second 
criterion is to obtain superpixels as large as possible for less superpixels can reduce time 
consuming of region merging. Complete and accurate homogeneity superpixels lead to better 
segmentation results by region merging.  

In many computer vision tasks, various object regions are represented by corresponding 
histograms. Histogram features are widely used in computer vision applications for describing 
various characteristics, such as color distribution of the object, the edge gradient of an object, 
and the probability distribution of target position etc. Histograms are statistic data that 
assembled the statistical values to a series of pre-defined bins. The bin values can be calculated 
with various data types, such as gradient, direction, color, or any other features[16]. In this 
paper, we define a compositive histograms features with the color and texture information of 
superpixels to characterize the regularity of texture and spatial distributions. 
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Fig. 1. Schema of the proposed approach 
 

Inspired by previous works of texture segemtation and above discussion, we present a 
color image segmentation algorithm based on merging adjacent and similarity superpixels. 
First, we choose a bank of Gabor filters to extract texture responses of intensity image, and a 
novel salience computing method is employed to compress the high dimention Gabor features 
into 1-D texture map. Then, we select clustering centers in the texture map at local areas and 
adopt pixels clustering to aggregate homogeneous pixels as superpixel based on color-texture 
similarity. Second, we define a novel compositive histograms feature to measure the similarity 
among regions. Both adjacent and similar superpixels should be merged for final segmentation 
until the stop criterion is satisfied. Fig. 1 Illustrates the pipeline of our method. 

The main contribution of this paper includes: 1). A novel compressed method is defined to 
compute texture features with mixed scale and orientations Gabor amplitude. Integrated  
information of color and texture are introduced into simple clustering of local homogeneous 
pixels super pixels that contains complete texture and accurate boundaries. A better precision 
is obviously shown in section 3. 2). In the region merging section, a novel color texture 
descriptor is defined by color and distribution characteristics as compositive histograms. The 
novel integrate feature has advantage in discriminating similar and dissimilar superpixels for 
reasonable merging. The experimental results in section 5 demonstrate that our method 
has better  precision and universal performance. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the related 
superpixels segmentation and merging algorithms, the section 3 is the superpixels extraction 
method of our paper, and the section 4 is merging strategies. Section 5 gives the partial results 
of the experiment and contrast with popular segmentation method, the final conclusion is 
given in section 6. 

2. Related Work 
Superpixels have been employed to aid color image segmentation in different segmentation 
algorithms[33,37,38,48]. The most popular superpixels extraction methods are graph-cut[17], 
Mean Shift (MS) [18] and watershed algorithm[19], and there are various of superpixels 
segmentation methods existed based on the above technologies[20-22]. The differences 
among these superpixels methods are the inherent segmentation theories or designing purpose. 
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Therefore, no single method is able to achieve the panorama control of superpixels on size, 
number, shapes and area compactedness[29]. 

Graph-cut makes use of the principle of max-flow/min-cut to find the optimal connection 
regions. It is based on the framework of global optimal function, and it has the capability of 
multi-feature fusion. However, the graph-cut performs poorly in texture boundary positioning 
[24,25]. In many applications, Mean Shift(MS) segmentation algorithm can bring better 
segmentation results with color and coordinates information. The essential process of MS is 
searching for local peaks based on density estimation in sliding windows. Watershed is a 
segmentation method based on mathematical morphology, and the attribute value of each pixel 
in the image is considered as altitude of the point. All local minimum values and their orbit 
areas are defined as the catchment basin, and the boundary of catchment basin is defined as the 
watershed. All catchment basin areas are obtained as segmentation results by developing 
different calculation methods[26,27]. The watershed methods always show frangible in 
texture areas[28]. 

Every type of method has its own advantages. The three segmentation methods above 
display different segmentation ability on local area, and perform well in uniform color areas. 
Because texture feature is of group pixels that require superpixels encompassed enough pixels 
to represent the textures patterns. To obtain the boundaries that surrounding complete texture 
is difficult for superpixels computing. In complex texture images, smaller scale superpixel is 
conducive to saving the real boundary. Alex Levinshtein[29] proposed an effective 
superpixels extraction method by evolution contour model. They select uniform distribution 
seed points in the image according to the given number of superpixels. They expand regions to 
non-overlap superpixels based on the seeds in accordance with structural tension geometric 
contours model. The sizes of superpixels obtained by this method are more average, and 
relatively easy to converge to the real target boundary. In Radhakrishna Achantas’[31] method, 
they divide the image into rectangular blocks accordance with a pre-set number to meet given 
requirements. The cluster centers are chosen from every blocks, and each pixel is assigned to a 
similar superpixel by linear iterative clustering algorithm in five-dimensional feature space. 

With pre-segment results, the next step is to aggregate homogeneous regions by merging 
adjacent regions that belong to the same object. Region merging techniques usually work with 
a statistical likelihood to decide the merging criterion of regions[32]. The measurement of 
similarity is critical for merging. In graph-based segmentation, superpixels are mapped to a 
weighted undirected graph and the region merging is transformed into a minimum cut 
problem[33]. Many region merging algorithms build objective optimization strategy based on 
combined constraints of pixel features, by which a global objective function is introduced to 
supervise the searching manipulation to accomplish merging process[34]. There are also many 
approaches integrate the boundary pixels information into the overall merging strategy[35,36]. 
Usually, a superpixel has more than one adjacent region and its boundaries can be divided into 
several parts according to different neighbor areas. Considering adjacent relations[35], the 
regional borders length is measured for similarity metrics, which is an effective assistant of 
color and spatial information in the merging process. In addition to above methods, there are 
many interaction method based on homogeneity seeds selection for region merging [37,38]. In 
unsupervised segmentation model, it is difficult to realize region completeness and accurate 
boundary. The advantage of our method is decomposition of whole segmentation task and a 
complete framework for pre-segment and merging with color-texture informations is proposed. 
Followed is the segmentation strategy in detail. 
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3. Superpixels extraction 
Superpixels extraction is a procedure of subdividing an image into a number of homogeneous 
regions (a collection of pixels). As a key step of segmentation, superpixels extraction is always 
used for image classification, and annotation. For color image segmentation, the merging 
process is easier than segmenting pixels to right regions. Non-texture areas are relatively flat 
and it is easy to obtain the desired and precise boundaries by clustering pixels with color and 
spatial information. In texture areas, the boundaries are the combined portion of different 
adjacent regions and texture boundaries cannot be embodied by characteristics of single pixels. 
Hence, to obtain these boundaries requires united properties of neighbor area like frequency or 
statistical characteristics etc. Many algorithms have verified that multi-scale features are able 
to get the main outline for various texture regions of the image. For single scale, it lacks of 
adaptability to various textures due to the fixed size of sampling in the image. The coarse scale 
is conducive to detect big texture region, and the fine scale is more precise on perceiving the 
boundaries of different textures. The perception capability of fine scale is better than the 
coarse scale on little changes and it contributes toward boundaries keeping. Therefore, it is 
necessary to establish multi-scales texture descriptors for grouping homogeneous pixels. In 
segmentation tasks, it is difficult to fulfill both regional consistency and boundary keeping 
simultaneously. Therefore, the goal of segmentation is to reconcile the two requirements 
according to different requirements. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The Flow chart of superpixels extraction in our approach 

In this paper we propose a superpixels extraction strategy that takes full account of two factors: 
regional consistency and boundary keeping. It draws on the clustering strategy in SLIC[29]:  
clustering homogeneous pixels to produce superpixels based on six-dimensional features 
including color information in Lab color space, pixel locations (x,y) and texture map. Lab 
color space is chosen for clustering for it is better to perceive chromatic aberration. 

3.1 Computing of texture features 
Gabor filter response is an effective descriptors of texture features and widely used in texture 
classification and image segmentation[44]. To cope with complex texture regions, we use a 
bank of filters as multi-scale detectors work on the gray image for texture extraction. The 
filters is defined as k

nG , k is the orientations, n denote the scales of the filters. Here a bank of 
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filters of four scales and six orientations (n=1,3,5,7; k=0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°) are 
employed to detect local response of the intensity map I(x,y). In this paper, the calculation of 
local response is as following: 
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F(x,y;n.k) is a set of Gabor amplitude features consisting of n*k dimention texture 

responses, where σ  in equation (2) denotes the standard deviation. After convolution filtered, 
the textures area are enhanced and show visual salience than other area. The high-dimentions 
features are always compressed via vector quantization and clsusters[51]. Here we introduce 
and spread a simlpe saliency computing method[52] to compute texture descriptors with 
Gabor amplitude features，where the F is smoothed by a nonlinear function Log(1+F).   
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3.2 Simple Clustering for superpixels 
In order to get homogeneous superpixeks, K cluster centers are sampled in fixed intervals of 
the image plane. The size of the intervals is computed by K/M*N=m  and K/N*M=n , 
where M, N represents the size of image. To avoid the initialized centers position at edge and 
noise pixels, the location of the seeds are fixed to the lowest gradient points in the texture map 
TF. The simple linear clustering is employed to group contiguous pixels for superpixels by 
computing pixels similarity. The clustering is carried out iteratively until the cluster centers 
are no longer changed. Color, coordinates and texture information bring distinct contributions 
to the clustering, and they cannot be unified into one distance metric framework. Thus, three 
types of differences are integrated and calculated as follows: 
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The Dis is a combined distance between two pixels of three properties: color, texture and 

plane distance. Where α,β,γ respectively represent the contribution of the three properties in 
distance computing. In this paper, R(Lab), R(x,y), and  R(T) represent the domains of given 
properties. While the clustering segmentation is completed, there are still scattered pixels and 
small areas have not been classified or communicating. Classify unlabeled pixels and spurious 
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regions (smaller than 0.05 percentage of  the image) to the most similar superpixels nearby. 
The process of superpixels extraction is show in Fig. 2. The detail comparison of superpixels 
results with SLIC[31] and Tubor[29] are shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Detail comparison of three methods 

The segmentation performance is suffering from initial clusters number K in unsupervised 
strategy. Experimentally, the K value is set to be 900 to ensure that the boundary accuracy and 
texture integrity in the proposed algorithm. We employ the evaluation method of boundary 
accuracy rate in [23]to evaluate the pre-segmentation effect of our method. Some results and 
the boundary-recall curves against the K values are shown in Fig.4. 

 
Fig. 4. Superpixels of proposed method and comparison of boundary recall  with SLIC and Tubor 
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4. Merging rules 
Many segmentation approaches are on the basis of merging over-segmented regions, and 
histogram-based representation of regions is very popular in many computer vision tasks. The 
measurement of similarity between regions are commonly rely on color differences, clustering 
distance, texture features, or geometry features,etc. Histogram feature of regions capture rich 
informations and possess powerful discriminability[3]. A color-texture histograms feature is 
employed as basis of similar computing because it has following advantages. Firstly, as a set 
of pixels, the superpixel contains more information, and it is easier for them to be classified 
than single pixel. Secondly, histograms contain discriminative information of color texture 
and exhibit the regularity of the texture to a certain extent[40]. Thirdly, as a statistical feature, 
histograms can provide classification criterion in statistical sense. The trend and dominant 
colors of the histograms are approximate between homogeneous texture areas, whereas 
histograms of different texture areas are obviously disparate. The histograms of homogeneous 
texture and inhomogeneous texture are shown in Fig.5: 

 
Fig. 5. Illustration of histograms of homogeneous textures (a and b) and inhomogeneous textures 

 

4.1 Color-distribution histograms  
The colors of natural image account for only fraction of color space, so we choose the more 
frequent colors to instead of similar colors by which frequent colors can provide sufficient 
region features and visual quality[41]. In this section, a color texture histograms is defined to 
represent color-texture information of regions by extracting major colors in HSV color space. 
Colors represented in HSV space are consistent with human visual system perception, and it is 
more conducive to analysis and quantification of colors than other color space.  

 
Fig. 6. Illustration of histograms producing 
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A fast building method for histograms is proposed based on k-means clustering. In the HSV 
space, all pixels of superpixels are maped to ten clusters to build color bins of the histogram 
features. In order to find more frequent colors, the HSV space is divided into 12 * 5 * 5 = 300 
bins. For any superpixels mapped to HSV, we select ten bins who contain most pixels as initial 
clusters, and these bins must meet that they are not adjacent in the color space.  With ten initial 
clusters, we classify all pixels to the nearest clusters by K-means clustering(iterate 5 times in 
this paper for convenience) in RGB space iteratively. It is better for measuring color difference 
in RGB space.The histograms producing process is shown in Fig. 6. 

Superpixels obtained from section 3 are homogeneous area in complex image. The 
histograms of color characteristics alone cannot entirely distinguish the difference between 
textures regions, and the localization of the pixels within the superpixels is also crucial to 
measure dissimilarity between texture regions. Here we define a characteristic named color 
coherence vector (CCV) to represent the spatial distribution information of colors appeared in 
superpixels. Firstly, the length to width ratio (LWR) of all the cluster regions of one color in 
superpixels is defined to describe the color spatial-layout.  
Definition 1. LWR: assuming a connected region r, compute the max coordinate value (xmax, 
ymax ) and minimum coordinate value (xmin,ymin) in 2-D image, the region area of r is A, the 
LWR of r is computed by  

A
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Definition 2. CCV: Let R(r1,r2,..rk) denoted the cluster regions sets of one color C(r,g,b), the 
CCV of the color C(r,g,b) is  the sum of all LWR of region in R: 
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The texture features are embedded into superpixels histograms as follows: 
)]b,g,r(Bin*)b,g,r(CCV[Union)erpixels(supHis =         (12) 

Where Union is combination of all color Bins. It is common to employ bin-to-bin distances for 
comparing histograms when the bins are aligned. Histogram intersection, correlation and 
CHI-square[41] are popular methods of calculating histogram similarity. The histogram 
intersection between two histograms P and Q is calculated as following:  
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The numbers of pixels in superpixels are not constants, and different color texture provide 

inconsistent histogram bins with unpredictable colors and corresponding values. In order to 
avoid wrong judgment of homogeneous regions due to misplacement of similar colors, the two 
histograms must be calibrated by color distance. We construct a similar matrix for bins of 
histograms, and the bins are descending sorted by color distances from origin of color space. 
Based on the previous description, the similarity between two histograms can be calculated as 
formula (14), where the bin difference and color difference is in formula (15,16): 
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Fig. 7. Scheme of superpixels merging and iteration curves of merging 

4.2 Merging algorithm:  
Both spatial proximity and internal similarity of the superpixels are employed to supervise the 
merging process. Those homogeneous and adjacent regions can be merged, but nonadjacent 
regions cannot be merged even though they possess homogeneous features. Some histograms 
features of sample superpixels in the test image are shown in Fig. 7. 

In the merging algorithm, how to determin the merging threshold of similarity is crucial for 
final segmentation. Larger threshold lead to under-segmentation and smaller threshold results 
in over-segmentation. It is well know that the standard deviation is a measure of dispersion of 
data set in statistics, and it is a reference index of the difference between samples[53]. The 
combined histograms is a mixture feature of pixels group that has advantage on recognizing 
different regions. At the same time, the difference between unmerged region and merged 
region is an important parameter to judge the similarity degree, denoted by Jhistogram : if the 
difference is greater, the regions are not similar, otherwise, the regions are similar. Based on 
the above considerations, the standard deviation of the histograms feature set and Jhistogram are 
computed as following: 
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The  merging threshold is defined as follows : 
histogramthreshold J)V(J ×−= 1                                          (19) 

The merging criteria relies on comparing the similarity of given region S and its adjacent 
region N(i). While the similarity value is smaller than given threshold Jthreshold, merge N(i) into 
S, otherwise give up merging. The proposed threshold computing method brings global 
properties contrast for the merging, by which the threshold can avoid under-merging and 
over-merging effectively. A region adjacency graph is construct to represent superpixels to 
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facilitate the description of superpixels relations. The specific merging procedure is displayed 
in algorithm 1. The merging procedure is performed iteratively until the stop criteria is 
fulfilled.  
Algorithm 1 
 
Input: Labeled superpixels image; histograms set of all superpixels: His(Superpixels) 
Initialize Sr, Nr. -Sr denotes node sets of superpixels; -Nr denotes adjacent table of nodes in Sr;  
Output: Merged results. 
1: Construct region adjacency graph G{Sr,Nr(k)} for K superpixels by spatial relationship ; 
2: For each S in Sr, compute similarity between adjacent regions to build adjacent matrix Sim(G),  
3: For each node S in Sr, N(i) is neighbor region of S  

if Sim(S, N(i)) > Jthreshold, then merged N(i) to S; L = L − 1, 
3.1 change the region label of N (i) to S, 
3.2 modified the histogram feature of two merged regions 
3.3 update Sr, Nr , Sim(G) and Jthreshold; 

4: If no regions satisfied  Sim(S, N(i)) > Jthreshold, end the merge process, otherwise, return to 2; 
5: Merge meaningless and small areas to adjacent regions 

The histogram feature of merged region is updating by merging two sorted histograms to 
simplify calculating. We show the segment process and the iteration curves of test image in Fig. 
8 and Fig. 9.  

 

Fig. 8. Scheme of superpixels merging and iteration curves of merging 

 
Fig. 9. Iteration curve of image 134008 
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5. Experimental results 
To evaluate the efficiency of the segmentation algorithm in this paper, we employ two test 
databases: Berkeley segmentation dataset (BSD)[51] and MIT Vistex textures[46]. We deploy 
the test plat with Matlab2010 on Windows XP. The following sections describe the 
experimental setup, experiments results and comparison with other segmentation algorithms. 

For a quantiative evaluation of segmentaions, Estrada, F.J.[41] proposed an excellent 
measure strategy to evaluate the segmentation accuracy. It defines precision and recall to be 
proportional to the total number of matched pixels between two segmentations Ssource and Starget. 
Where Ssource is the boundaries extracted from segmentation results by computer algorithms, 
and Starget is the boundaries of humane segmentation provided by BSD. A boundary pixel is 
identified as true position when the smallest distance between the extracted and groundtruth 
less than a threshold (ε=5 pixels in this paper). The precision, recall and F-measures are 
defined in [45].  Precision is low when image is over segmented,  and  low recall value means 
under-segmentation. We employe this method to evaluate the performace of our proposed 
algorithm.  There are also three common quantitative indexes are employed to evaluate 
segmentation performance: Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI)[48], Variation of Information 
(VOI) [49], Global Consistency Error (GCE)[50] to evaluate the segmentation performance. 
The value of  PRI is in[0, 1), and high values ndicate a large similarity between the segmented 
images and the round-truth; the value of VoI and GCE are in[0, 1), and the smaller, the better. 

5.1 Datasets and Experiment setting  

The BSD is the most universal dataset for evaluating the performace of segmentation 
algorithms. It includes many kinds of natural images with complex textures of the real world. 
The BSD includes 300 images, and the images are divided into  a trainning set including 200 
images and 100 images for test with uniform resolution 321*481. It also provide the human 
segmentation results as ideal segmentation for evaluating the accuracy of testing algorithms. 
These images include different types of natural scene containing persons, buildings and 
animals, etc. MIT texture database was created with the intention of providing a large set of 
high quality textures for computer vision applications. All these we construct 6 texture 
mosaics from MIT Vistex textures dataset that including various textures in different scales 
and types from real world.  

In our algorithm, the Gabor filter bank used in superpixels extraction is consist of four 
scales and six orientations filters:  scales n=1,3,5,9;  orientations k=0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 
150°. More superpixes lead to higher accuracy,  the superpixels seeds number is set to be 900 
to ensure obtaining complete regions and real boundaries for two test datesets. The minimum 
area is set to be 300 pixels for BSD and 1000 pixels for MIT dateset . The  precision and recall 
evaluation method is implement for two test datasets, and the PRI, VOI and GCE index are 
employed to measure segmentation on MIT textures as further evaluation to demonstrate 
effectiveness  of  our method on complex textures.    

5.2 Experiments on BSD 
In this section, we conduct our methods on 100 images in BSD. The segmentation outlines are 
compared with two classic texture segmentation method JSEG[44] and UGC[45]. The JSEG 
algorithm has 3 parameters that need to be specified: quantized colors =12, number of 
scales=3, merging parameter=0.78. The balancing and texsons parameters in UGC is set to be 
λ= 0.2 and K=12 as proposed in the original literature. Some segmentation results from the 
experimental images are shown in Fig. 10. The Fig. 10 shows six texture image segmentation 
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results of three algorithms.and better segmentation results are obtained by our algorithm 
compared with the state of art algorithms JSEG and UGC.  
 

 
 
Fig. 10. Comparison of some segmentation results used JSEG, UGC and human boundaries in database 
BSD. (a) Original images,  (b) Segmentation results of proposed method.  (c) Superpixels by our method (d) 
Boundaries of JSEG. (e) Boundaries of UGC. (f) Boundaries of our method. (g) Multi-Human segmentation 
results. 
 

Images in Fig.10-a are the original images, and in Fig.10-b are superpixels segmented by  
algorithm proposed in section 3.2. Images in Fig.10-c are the final segmentation results of our 
method. The images in Fig.10-d-f are contours contrast of JSEG, UGC, and our method. The 
images in Fig.10-g are the artificial segmentation contours provided by BSD database. The 
segmentation results demonstrate that our algorithm is an ideal method who can extract 
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complete and accurate target regions in texture images. It is able to segment images contains 
various color and spatial resolution in different texture regions. It is effective to mitigating 
wrong and mistaken segmentation compared with the other two methods. Fig.11 shows the 
iteration merging curve of the merging procedure of the six test images in Fig.10. The iteration 
merging of pre-segmentation reults of sample images all converge reasonably well in linear 
complexity. Supervised by the Jthreshold , the merging process result in accuracy segmentations. 
The visual results of the proposed algorithm show great advantages on texture perception, and 
the appearance of wrong and mistaken segmentation are reduced more than other two 
methods. 

For an objectively evaluation of the segmentation performance, an excellent segmentation 
algorithm should provide low segmentation error with high boundary presision and recall.  We 
compute all the precision and recall values of segmentation boundaries of selected images 
with humane segmentation results provide by BSD and draw the precision and recall curves.  
In Fig. 12, we show the boundary precision-recall curve of three test algorithms on BSD. It is 
very clear that our algorithm performs better than JSEG and the UGC method in most of the 
test images. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Merging iteration curves of images in Fig. 10-a 

 
Fig. 12. ROC curve of test images in BSD at ε=5 
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5.3 Experiments on MIT Textures 
Furthermore, six synthesis texture mosaics are synthesized from MIT texture database[46] 

to verify the effectiveness on the mix-textures of our method. The resolution of test mosaics is  
512*512. In this part, we add two comparing methods Mean-Shift[18], and Bipartite-Graph- 
cut[47] except JSEG and UCG. In Fig. 13, we show the segmentation results of six mix-texture 
mosaics by above five algorithms. The images in Fig.13-a are the original images, and images 
in Fig.13-b are the results of Mean-Shift, and the parameters are set to be: hs=8, hr=16, 
Min-area=2000 pixels. The images in Fig.13-c are segmentaton results of Bipartite-Graph-cut, 
and the initial regions of six mosaics are set to be Ntm1=2, Ntm2=2, Ntm3=4, Ntm4=4, Ntm5=5, 
Ntm6=5. Images in Fig.13-d-f are boundaries extracted by JSEG, UGC and our method. The 
parameters in JSEG and UGC obtained at JSEG(colors=12, scales=3, merging parameter= 
0.78) and UGC (λ= 0.2 and K=12). 

 

 
Fig. 13. Segmentation result on texture mosaic in MIT Vis database. (a) Original images. (b) Result of 
Mean shift. (c) Result of Bipartite-Graph-cut (d) Result of JSEG (e) Result of UGC (f) Results of 
proposed approach. 
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It is observed that the proposed algorithm has successfully demonstrated a more excellent 
segmentation results compared with other algorithms. Texture regions of different shapes and 
scales had been extracted completely and accurately as shown in Fig.13-f. The results of 
Mean-Shift segmentation show that it works well on local and flat regions and doesn't adaptive 
to textures images. In the detail part, Mean-Shift cannot recognize texture transition  area and 
relies on the color difference greatly. So it works well in fine texture such as sea water, leaves, 
and show over-segmentation in coarse textures such as brick, big leaves etc. In Bipartite- 
Graph-cut, it is a merging algorithm based on hybrid over-segmentation results. This method 
combines diverse superpixels using a principled bipartite graph partitioning framework, and it 
needs determine how many pieces could be classified in advance. If the initial parameters are 
set improperly, the time-consuming is significantly higher than the other algorithms. It 
classifies pixels based on several different algorithms to build bipartite graph for merging. 
This method displays excellent performance on flat and non-texture images, and indicates bad 
performance of vary scales and types of texture regions. It is obviously to see misclassification 
of pixels in junction areas in Fig.13-c. 

In JSEG, it is not necessary to construct textons database for pixels classification, but it 
needs to estimate texture patterns called J-map for images. This method requires pre-set kernel 
parameters, seeds and window parameters for computing J-map. The segmentation results are 
influenced and restricted greatly by initial parameters on global image. In the Fig.13-d, it do a 
good job in fine textures under the given similarity parameters: 0.88. In coarse textures, J-seg 
lead to wrong segment on big leafs, bricks and fabrics mosaics. UGC is a graph partitioning 
framework to achieve the minimum cut based on texsons computing. The texture extraction 
requires training primitive database texsons and querying to extract texture feature maps. 
From Fig.13-e, we can see that UCG can recognize complex texture segmentation results better 
than previous three algorithms: JSEG, MS and Bipartite-Graph-cut. In Fig.13-f, our approach 
shows accuracy boundaries results than former approaches. The proposed texture descriptor 
brings better perception on different types of textures with various scales. 

In Table 1, we show precision and recall values of five compared algorithms on test texture 
mosaics(ε=1 pixels in this section). It indicates that our approach has performed excellent on 
boundaries extraction of synthetic texture images. 

 
Table 1. Precision and recall values of five segmentation methods on texture mosaics TM1-TM6 

Segmentation 

methods 

Source images 
 Image TM1 toTM3 

 
Image TM3 toTM6 

 precision recall precision recall 
Mean-Shift 0.71 0.75 0.56 0. 45 0.58 0.52 0.68 0.81 0.62 0.73 0.85 0.69 
Graph-cut 0.03 0.36 0.51 0.05 0.31 0.64 0.26 0.83 0.69 0.30 0.92 0.51 

JSEG 0.85 0.69 0.84 0.83 0.27 0.57 0.54 0.85 0.87 0.59 0.73 0.86 
UCG texson 0.91 0.73 0.49 0.94 0.69 0.53 0.72 0.69 0.92 0.89 0.75 0.88 

proposed 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.99 0.89 0.92 0.91 0.85 0.89 0.94 

 
The time complexity of our method can be divided into two parts: superpixels extraction 

and iterative merging. The time complexity of computing superpixels is O(N), where N is 
pixels number in image. The time complexity of iteration merging is O(N+K2/2+E2/2), where 
K is the superpixels number, E is the adjacent relations between superpixels in the graph. The 
average time consuming is 16 sec on BSD,  when carrying out in the workspace of Matlab2010. 
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The computation time depends on the size of the image regions, as well as the global 
complexity of an image. 

The average values of Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI), Variation of Information (VoI), 
Global Consistency Error (GCE) and F-measure for the five methods on the synthesis images 
are given in Table 2. It is clearly that our method performs the best among the four evaluation 
criteria compared with these state of art methods. 

 
Table 2. The average values of PRI, VoI ,GCE and F-measure for synthetic images 

 MS  BGC  JSEG  UCG  Ours 
PRI 0.860 0.831 0.802 0.937 0.965 
VOI 1.315 0.406 1.094 0.283 0.270 
GCE 0.281 0.279 0.216 0.164 0.135 

F-measure 0.664 0.509 0.692 0.824 0.972 

6. Conclusion 
By decomposing the segmentation into two stages, we present a new segmentation method for 
color textures image in this paper. First, A texture extraction technique is developed in an 
efficient way based on high dimension Gabor texture responses, and a multi-feature clustering 
is employed to extract superpixels as pre-segment regions. Second, we define a statistical 
texture descriptor(color-texture histograms) for superpixels with color and spatial distribution 
information. The segmentation results is obtained by merging adjacent and similar superpixels 
and the similarity is computed on the basis of color-texture histograms distance. The proposed 
segmentation strategy leads to precise segmentation and reduction of faulty assigned of pixels 
greatly. Experimental results show that our method provides more accurate segmentation 
compared with other segmentation methods. Future researches need to address the issue of 
choosing proper superpixels number and design high-level visual features to achieve optimal 
segmentation of given images automatically. 
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